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(Ed note: The following articulates the author's view of
planetarium director in the context of public programming.
of school programming is not addressed.)

The area

THE PLANETARIUM DIRECTOR
The Individual and the Changing Art
Robert D. Neville
The planetarium, once the exclusive show place of astronomy, has,
the years, grown to encompass a vast assortment of addi
I
disciplines. Today, the planetarium can no longer be cons
exclusive stage or lectern from which only the astronomer can
his discoveries and theories.
But what is the planetarium and what will it become, if not a hall of
stars, resounding to tales of planets and nebulae, quasars and
galaxies?
To answer this question, we must compare the planetarium of yes
to the planetarium of today. A simple extrapolation will then tell us
what the planetarium of tomorrow will be; and we can further learn,
from noting what the planetarium director's duties were yesterday and
are today, just what his duties and necessary qualifications will be
tomorrow.
Looking back only a few short years, to a time when television was as
yet only an expensive toy and amusements were more frequently sought
outside the horne, the success of a planetarium was a func
of jus
four elements. Not necessarily in the order of the
importance,
these were: the realism with which the star projector could s
the nightly canopy of stars; the skill with wh
the lecturer could
reproduce the effects of a fading dusk and a returning dawn to the
accompaniment of suitable but highly stereotyped se
of
the knowledge and oratorical skills of the planetarium
star pointer, a slide projector, and a set of suitable
s.
these the perfect planetarium program of the forties was complete.
Then, indeed, an astronomer with a good speaking vo
was a natural
choice for the position of planetarium director. His most important
credential, then, would have been the degree
astronomy.
However, today we find that the planetarium and
have both
changed in many respects. As we take stock of the programs deve
during the intervening years, we shall find that the most signif
changes have occurred in the areas of planetarium equipment and
design, program structuring and scoring, methods of program
presentation, philosophy of program content and program subject
matter.
The changes in each of these areas have in turn placed changing
demands on the qualifications of the planetarium director.
In the last thirty-odd years, the planetarium has undergone
technical changes. They have been so numerous that we can do no more
than describe them briefly in passing. Today, planetarium star
projectors are being manufactured to suit every pocketbook.
This
PLANETARIAN 3&4/75
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was the

in marked contrast to the time when all that was
very expensive or the very simple and inexpensive.
instruments available today closely rival in fidel
the most expensive machines of the earl

jector, the special effects
jectors, recent
extant "r ing sun n projectors, have
are now designed to create every
connection
be
effects
ectors have
ium scene, an even better
Effects
the General
cal
doubt the
It
jector ..
device,
most vers
to create
the
jector ..
The structure of the dome itself
of domes

sense of

to
has
recede from them

jector ..
The
se of all the
I
sense of
brings us to

been to
element

A spec I effect introduced too late, or too
potential brill
, adding little or no

loses al

of

means that the planetarium director must
theatr
sense, an instinct for recognizing
which demands the sounding of a special chord, or the
specter from out of the dark.
Proper timing also relates to the pace at which a spec
3

effect i
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introduced, whether
be a 35mm
or the
the Aurora
Equally
effect is withdrawn, as the
shifted to the next focus and the subsequent
Timing is particularly
to the mus
lend atmosphere to a program, specifically to the mus
sen
create the mood associated with a certain scene. At
moments
only music can make the desired statement, wordlessly and most
eloquently. Music can create an air of majesty and
provide a sense of approaching danger or a sense of
it can transform the sight of slowly drifting stars
experience, touched with magic.
The above says little of the care, or time, which must be taken
selecting the music most appropriate for each of the many
provide dramatic contrast and depth for a planetarium
The
process of selecting this music is painstaking to say
music is of a special genre which can only be classif
theatrical. It is mood-producing, usually highly
, and
11
generally conjure up mental images appropriate to the subject or s
being either viewed or discussed. The sk 1 of
mus
not that developed in the usual music
Generally, skill in making selections is
of an
endless, personally conducted quest, in which the
himself subconsciously judging everything he hears for
usefulness in the planetarium.
We can conclude that the planetarium director should
to a course, or some other form of training, in the
theatrical productions, from which to develop this a
of timing. Further, the director must have an excel
music, music which is capable of making all those
statements that add excitement, anticipation
of mood that a scene might demand.

sense

The foregoing observations should convey some
complexity of the modern planetarium program.
of controls has developed as a consequence of the
special effects functions which have been introduced
planetarium. These controls have become so
use and interplay of special effects so arnb
beyond the capability of the even the most
persons to draw upon the full potential of
director finds that he simply cannot overlap
would provide a desired scene.
In such cases, the
director increasingly turns to automation.
such
or nearly any other auxiliary effect can now be skillful
synchronized to multi-channel stereo tapes, employing one or more
channels for inaudible cuing, and the other for voice, mus
and
effects.
The creation of such tapes is a skill and art of itse , but in
today's world of the ultra-sophistication found in all
media, their employment has become an absolute necessity.
through their use can the planetarium director hope to present the
quality of programming which the public today expects.
PLANETARIAN 3 &
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The planetarium director must be a skilled scr
wr
an
accomplished narrator. He must be able to synchronize the chosen
score to the narration and accurately cue the tape for
effects. This is a task involving hours of tr
chosen mus
selections; of sometimes rewr
the music and special effects.
If certain slides
are not to be found, the director must
to the selection of slides which are
director must be skilled not only in
e areas, but
must have suff
understanding of electronics to able to make
at least specify, any revisions in the console
a new
spec
effect or
of an old one.
has to be a showplace
wh
new sc
can
s a
them as such) and
that
might have an endur
, s
and unwarranted
's conf
st.. Today more
, an
than on
hear a lecture on
be unsettl
to some but
none the less true
return to
s matter later.

ium
, anthropology,

on
meteorology ..
these, you
the

say, are departures
content
have seldom demonstrated suff
have, they have proven to be the most
c;:;..r..o..I.u....,le, II Stonehenge II owes its populari ty to
and reaches deep
the
5

the

audience, taking
and secret hopes.
It is a program
people of the past, with whom the viewer feels an

of

But program content must change more than
such classical ef
as "Stonehenge"" The
however, too often ruled out a discussion of
cannot
and thereby has barred himself from
facts which are
the "new science""
For example, parapsychology abounds with
but as yet unexplained.
These phenomena seemingly
laws of space and time and, parenthetically,
directly with man.
S
the concepts of
in the mysteries of parapsychology and the f
interest, it seems only logical that the
begin using material from this new science,
for programs or as the supplementary material in as
programs. In either case, the subject of parapsycho
complemented by the planetarium setting.
In this connection, it should be noted that research
have called "the New Astrology" and also
cycles has proven that man
influenced
and to a hitherto unsuspected degree, by
limits of this tiny planet.
To hold to old and passe' guide
of
appropriate fare for presentation in a
restricting program material on the basis of
experience is gradually proving either fal
appropriate to only a small visible part
reality.
It is the daring of using such materials
, at the same
every precaution to distinguish
f
facts
or hearsay, that will make the planetarium of tomorrow the most
theatre conceivable.
In summary, the ideal planetarium director comes
what could be characterized as a "Jack of all
ALL", quite close in fact to being the modern
"Renaissance .Han",.
The planetarium director must be astronomer,
philosopher, orator, narrator, teacher, dramatist,
psychologist, electrician, builder, music
, and
, and
these constitute only the more visible talents,
he must also be
versed in sufficient disciplines to be aware
the
developments in the plethora of sister sciences ..
Above all, a planetarium director must be a synthesizer,
drawing on all of these fields in order to create,
hour of edifying entertainment, a program of such
that it not only draws the afficionado back, but draws
vastly enlarged audience, by appealing to an ever wider
varied taste and to the heart as well as the mind of man.
PLANETARIAN 3&
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SEEKING A UNIQUE ROLE FOR
PLANETARIUM EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
Gerald Muhl
Limited research has been published in the field of
impact of planetarium school programs upon the total classroom
curriculum to which a child is exposed. Donald E. Tuttle
Public Schools performed a controlled experiment between 1963
to determine significant differences in two and three-dimens
space perception among students using a planetarium and
to
al visual
presented in the classroom.
the Akron Public Schools, in a 1966 experiment
effec
s of the planetarium in making a positive
the understanding of basic astronomical concepts.
prepared an experimental study in 1968 of the
planetarium in teaching selected astronomical phenomena
B.A. Smith of Arizona State also conducted
graders in 1966. Eight
Reed's; A Planetarium
(Pub. ISPE 1973). However, it appears
no
demonstrate unique attributes ascribed to
not to
classroom.
, seems an ess
such shows
sole
factors
The cr
stable
can
success in the creation of a program.
judged
the framework of the findings of
and psychologists who
with the overall
the students. Are existing school programs best
of the
Is the
and expenditure
the most economical use
programs,
i

in attempting any evaluation, consideration must
divisions
which educational objectives can
f
into one
three major domains of classif
objectives wh
emphasize remember
something which has presumably been learned, as well as
which involve the solving of some intellective task for wh
individual has to determine the essential problem
then
given material or combine
with ideas, methods, or
previously learned. Cognitive objectives
from s
material learned to highly original and
synthesing new ideas and materaials. The
emphas
a feeling tone, an emotion or a
ection. Affective objectives vary from s
selected phenomena, to complex but internally
character and conscience. The final domain
which objectives are contained that emphasize some
11, some manipulation of material and objects, or some
requires a neuromuscular coordination.
The
now posed is whether a human being ever
without feeling, acting without thinking, etc. It seems very clear
that each person responds as a total organism of whole
whenever
7
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he does
In
of
interests
reveal
quantities. Similarly,
cognitive achievement
independent.
I
relationship between
college course. This
aptitudes and
achievements and
mean is that the
predict one type
response,

on
between
on the
to be

, from the

By implication, writers of planetarium school shows must
pursue a policy in which a fusion of the educational
sought, rather than limiting their approach to
and assuming carry-over into other areas.
obj
can almost
ly be eliminated,
cognitive and af
obj
in the cognitive
objectives have been centered
assigned
change.
research has gone
affective domain.
glean ideas for

Numerous tests
specific

Following the lead of the classroom,
school programs so as to exclus
A cursory glance at the pre-vis
mater
or no emphas
on the affective
expectation was that by using teaching
classroom teacher
augmenting
selected audio-visual
, the
unique and measurable
on the
the situation generally allows a c
planetarium only once a
, it was
hour exposure should have some enduring
lessons in the classroom.
No one could deny that planetarium
in the classroom. However, could the
exclusively to
objectives,
lasting to the students' total learning
money and time be better used,
example,
district materials centers from which
materials would be loaned to classroom
conduct media workshops
teachers
research is known to this writer that
would not have an equal and perhaps
intellectual growth as would the one yearly
emphasizing a curriculum developed around
Current research seems to offer an escape
facing planetarium school programs. A careful
affective objectives in the preparation of
offer promise of a unique educational role
PLANETARIAN
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ted
"peak
on major changes in the
power
experience may have much more
many less powerful experiences.
experiences, has col
Ie hour of classroom
about a major reorganiz
may demonstrate that
interaction are of equal value
can encompass nature experiences, aes
moments
ight or others. Reaction to
full and exclusive. One aspect of a peak
though momentary, loss of fear, anxiety, inhibition,
contrel, a giving up of renunciation, delay and
reception pf such a stimulus involves
effort and
descr
as "fun"
becomes self-validating,
carries its own intrinsic value.

hours
Peak

In evaluating change after report of peak experiences,
that, to varying degrees, each of his control subjects
positive manner. Among a list of possible changes Haslow notes:
change of the person's view of himself in a healthy
of his view of other people and his relation to them,
view of the world or aspects or parts of it, and a release
creativity, spontaneity, and expressiveness. The
planetarium school program are quite exciting.
To carry the peak experience idea into the planetarium,
of existing school programs will become necessary.
abandonment of one method for another is not called
affective objectives can exist side by side with
even psychomotor objectives. An example of a
might serve to clarify the matter.
Such a program would be developed around one g
that might be considered would be: Man and
Moon, or Project Icarus. The themes would be
script by making heavy use of music, poetry and
unity, one complete musical piece might be used
augmented occasionally by sound effects or other
Rather than have the program answer all student
postpone them for a time so as not to break the
Such a program might even be offered as
suspenseful ending. At a certain point
abruptly cut to silence. Before coming
would have been warned that this "intermiss
which time they would become responsible for the
program.
This pause might become a question-answer period;
might be a
in which students could offer their suggested answers
developed
the program's first half; it might be a
students might want to add to their earlier obs
, compare
observations with contrasting views, or perform
validate their initial impressions. Obvious
be
the
of fifteen to twenty

instructor could suggest
lable courses
find needed information.
should be
oled
research carefully and to follow the method of s
their conclusions.
To be able to successfully guide such a
instructor would have to carefully appraise his role and
urge to "tell" students answers..
The instructor
recall of a variety of visual materials.
The
jector
the
could be used in coordination with a switching panel
selection of any of a battery of effects. A random access
j
would also allow the instant projection of a wide range of
suals
polarizing wheel placed before the projector
of the
of
system to a dissolve unit would give the widest
visual
fects for modest cost.
Without doubt, much greater planning
a school program~ Current
fort will be well spent.
expected to stay viable, it must respond pos
of educational research.
The problem of quality education within the
experience must serious
be considered if any
and if the planetarium school program
age of rapidly changing school philosoph
sophisticated students.
Appendix
Evaluation in the affective domain is
face any planetarium teacher creating
aspects that might be considered are: s
to receive, ,controlled or selected
satisfaction in
e, and conceptualiz
a few.
The following I
t,
from
lists some responses to look for in
domain-.-Awareness:
Observes with increasing differentiation the s
encountered in school and out.
Develops some consciousness of
the objects and structures around him
representations of people, things, and s
Recognition that there may be more than one
Experience in seeing remote relationships and
to serendipitous events.
Develops the ability to perceive space
three

Some

and

Willingness to Receive:
Develops a tolerance for a variety of intellectual
Controlled or Selected Attention: Alertness toward
voluntary reading ..
Alertness toward human values and judgements on I
PLANETARIAN 3&
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as

are

a means

cuss
by asking
and ideas ..
the
fe and works
as a source of information on
discussion when the
Assumes responsib
for helping make discuss
Has sc
interest exhibited through
conducting experiments, or going on excursions.
Reads widely to extend and enrich experience.
Acceptance of the desirability
preceding "final" major decisions ..
Satisfaction in Response:
Finds pleasure in reading
recreation.
Enjoys
books on a
of themes ..
conversing with many dif
his physical
, intellectually
enrichment and
oys a good plane.tarium program
return or by
with
to
new evidence ..
Views problems in obj
, realistic,
Has the habit of approaching problems obj
Acceptance
objectivity and systematic
arriving at satisfying choices.
Relies increasingly upon the method of
questions about the physical world and
Confidence in his ability to succeed ..
Judges problems in terms of situations,
sues,
consequences involved
than in terms
emotionally wishful thinking.
Disturbs mental sets and adjusts perception
physical reality.

successfule

of

1

terms ..
bas
answers

, or
focus on

Obvious

aspect of behavior 1 ted
, emphas
should
one or two obj
at a
Even
not become manifest until the passage of
other stimuli. Research is currently be
PLANETARIAN
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change effected by limited exposure to "
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the P
or
We Do Shows on UFOs?
F

Dr .. Gerr
Planetarium,
80302

most planetariums,
to

In any case,
and are
they do so ..
an area
areas one

comments
should ever
I

must ask

case ..
There

a
13

are events or
s are
exper
that, many
flying.
This
a j
The observer has seen
The very label, UFO,
two
that a
A UFO
the
phenomenqn. We rule out
Creatures, etc ..
Next, I want to
UFOlogy,
astronomer to
tigating these
and what
be
should

out a
the
the phenomenon. Why? As
we should start
unidentif

away,
need to be
we are not
The

want to
astronomers and
UFOs, even
, and we knew
IFOs (
fed).
UFO

have to

I maintained above
the
knowledge. Such
entertainment, but
accounting
the
anything
the
are
passing
that
NICAP
would
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of
to
that are now to
aware of
, do you
much
?
ts ..

be

e and
Our
perhaps
that
very
UFO
aren't
all
frauds.
My
mean,
statement
is:
Can
you
te
not
the
learnt
from
UFO
sightings
fact that has been
about us?
the
What does

t

I we
study ..

a fact?

says
But no one
thing was orange or
hard data on UFOs,

es
are peddled by

15

It

sort,

that I
doubt, because
there aren't

from space

are

makes more
I, for one,
we have a sense of
we draw the line?
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-'co

the

of

So
we do shows on UFOs? I would
have a
f
opin
Why not send
to
PLANETARIAN? But when you
iZr,2
th
or that sighting that
vfuat I would
to
reasons why UFOs might be
and why planetariums
we do
on
terious phenomena
our shows and become
psychology and sociology and other human
all these be included in an a~tronomy or
my request as my wanting to be
believe that individuals regularly see
and cannot identify). I would like to
have a
informing the pub
UFOs
the planetarium
It is not suffic
for
a dish-shaped object with
must be from outer
, the responses to this article
extent the
community believes
of UFOs. But are beliefs the
with? Aren't we here to pass

CORRECTION
From Dr. Stephen Hill: "I wish to note an error
I
Astronomer Looks at Chariots of
nos .. 1 '& 2, Spring/Summer 1975 issue..
to my statement on
page 4, Professor Ackeret does exist. I thank Dr.
L.
of New York University for being kind
to br
attention·..
For readers who wish further information concerning
responses to the theories of Von Daniken, I suggest
SPACE-GODS REVEALED by Ronald Story, Harper and Row .. "

17
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A PLANETARIUM EDUCATOR'S COMMENTS ON ASTROLOGY
Morton E. Mattson
Lansing Community College Planetarium
Lansing, Michigan
"Astrology is the sort of anti-intellectual
intellectuality that flourishes in an unsettled age,
especially among people foreign to learning but
respectful, after a fashion, of what they fancy
learning .. "
George F..
11
According to some accounts over thirty million Americans bel
astrology.
If this is true, the relationship between
and
astrology should be of importance to all of us.
I S~HV~.•
appreciate the opportunity to share some of my concerns
area
with you.
I am primarily concerned about the potential
,to the
human psyche in those who believe in this pseudo-sc
#290
Rudolf Thiel, writing in AND THERE WAS LIGHT (Mentor
the
pages 43-45), mentions that astrology was a
ficant factor
demise of the Greco-Roman culture:
"Widespread skepticism paralyzed the
of the Greeks;
they wanted only to know the future, not shape
Criticism, not creation, was the principal pass
intellectuals.
• •• they abandoned themselves to the
powers.
Precisely because the spirit of the mys
was so al
to their culture, it took hold
them with enormous power
as soon as they lost their souls intel
politically ..
In Rome astrology became a business.
'Chaldeans' practiced every variety
primitive disc of destiny to the
It was not Christianity that spelled
Roman culture; it had been undermined far
Chaldean magic."

of the Greco-

I am very concerned that modern astrology,
advertising and the electronic computer,
threat to our society than many of us realize

of

My primary opposition to astrology
following: Astrology
bas
ly se
degree; astrology is very mechanistic in its
the future, and astrology holds humankind
life with an abdication or
will.
In this monograph I am not disclaiming a
between our phys
environment and our bodies.
PLANETARIAN 3&4/75
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I am,

any mys

sign icance to the forces of nature
, gravity or radiation.
It
a physical influence in our day to day
completely different matter, however, to surrender
a
lected assemblage of past history to ascer
fut.ure events..
I firmly believe, for example, that.
pressure has an ef~ect upon my disposition; I do not
that the barometer or an astrologer can predict what
happen to me in the future.
How we respond to our
problems and opportunities will produce our future.
The "HUMANIST" for Sept/Oct 1975 is an outstanding resource
dealing with astrology.
It contains two articles on
addition to a statement by 186 leading scientists,
ze winners, which disavows astrology.
Lawrence E. Jerome (on
16) makes a very important point regarding the
luence of astra
itself on the human mind:
"Planets and stars can only affect the
we
through the medium of astrology and
on
the
might say that astrology itself is the
human mind, rather than the traditional view that
astrology reveals external celestial
luences on man .. "
the emotionally insecure person whose ess
with life comes from fear or
astrology that speak of "possibilities" and
become more than suggestions.
For such
"insight" into the future immediately becomes
makes astrology most harmful to those least
fatalistic proclamations..
Emotional
ignorance; enhanced by
seedbed for
ling prophecy is nurtured ..
traumat·ized
ly or cuI turally
a tendency to
tic.
It
in
and other forms of occultism
my
that a fatalistic surrender of
astrology by emotionally deprived persons
11
demonstrated
of self-fulfilling
of apathy which
The

tible,
, and his
to those who alter historical
philosophical position and/or their prof
endeavours.
The Sunday Supplement advertisers of
horoscopes are very talented at exploiting
the ads offer an individualized horoscope for a
these advertisements we frequently encounter items
"Studies show that astrology appeals most to
and logical people.
Famous scientists Galileo,
Johannes Kepler, Roger Bacon, Tycho Brahe, and
Einstein all believed in astrology ....

A little research into the truth of these statements
very
interesting fruit: In the text of Rudolf Thiel (AND THERE WAS LIGHT
19
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the author says of Kepler •••
" .... traditional astrologers could get
Kepler.
He spoke ill of them, sharply criticiz
doctrines, and despised their whole craft .. "
On a more recent note, Car'l Jung (quoted in A PRIMER OF JUNGIAN
PSYCHOLOGY - Mentor #1334 by Hall and Nordby) wrote
1930:
"Occultism has enjoyed a renaissance in our times that
without parallel--the light of the Western mind
near
darkened by it.
I am not thinking now of our seats of
learning and their representatives. As a doctor
Is
with ordinary people, I know that the universi
have
ceased to act as disseminators of light. People are
of scientific specialization and rationalisITl
intellectualism. They want to hear truths that
rather than restrict, that do not obscure but enl
that do not run off them like water but penetrate
the marrow.. This search is only too likely to
a
large if anonympus public astray .. "
As responsible educators we must be cognizant
the
mental health of those who may look to us
counsel
controversial area.. From my perspective astro
shadow of a solution to the problems of humankind.
abhorrent to the Judeo-Christian tradition in
introspection and its concern in a related to
chance. The positive philosophies of our human
say regarding the "self-actualized" personality..
It
documented that the common denominator of
phi
that the most effective and positive was to develop
give to others--to give one's self
a most unse
exact opposite of the spiritually adolescent focus
I will summarize this by quoting an excerpt
"HU~lANIST" (Sept/Oct 1975 issue):

sks to the
s
a merf~

statement

"Why do people believe in astrology?
times many long for the comfort of
making decisions.. They would like to
predetermined by astral forces beyond
However, we must realize that our
ourselves, and not in the stars ..
One would imagine, in this day of
and education, that it would be
beliefs based upon magic and superstition.. Yet,
acceptance of modern astrology pervades
We are especially disturbed by the
dissemination of astrological charts,
horoscopes by the media and by otherwise
newspapers, magazines, and book publishers ..
contribute to the growth of
obscurantism. We believe that the
come to
challenge directly, and forcefully, the
c
of astrolog
charlatans .. "
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JANE'S CORNER
Jane Geoghegan
You are attending a planetarium conference; you go to
thinking's that notorious slide lecture on constel
guy ends his show with two nude males for Gemini and a
Virgo.
It turns out to be the business meeting.
In
throw up your hands.
One hand would have done it; you
volunteered to be the host for next year's conference.

s room
where
woman
t,
just

Ever hosted a conference? I can tell you one thing; I don't
to.
Such madness should not exist.
I mean, I was just
the corridor the day before the Miami Huseum of Sc
Transit Planetarium was to host the annual SEPA
1975 ..
the
off
, I heard Joyce
Horkheimer, Conference Chairman and
, SEPA Reservationist, talking
trying to obtain blank name
evolved that a company which
cal
the Museum, which
, wanting to know when and
the Museum had ordered. After checking
the Museum, the Museum secretary
Mu~eum had ordered the tag labels.
But,
upcoming planetarium conference and thought
them.
Calling Joyce and Janis in the
course found out that the Planetarium had not
would be delighted to take them, since they
trying to
to get some all
informed that no one at the Huseum had
Planetarium, which
oins the Museum,
The company spokesman
: "I'm
We
far."
I left that
fice - fast.
I couldn't believe
, so I wandered
planetarium chamber.
Bill Whittle,
as "The Wizard", was running around
I
what sort of
he had.
"miniature panoramas" as he
Everyone seemed to be in a hurry.
Ed
Planetarium staff, then rushed past me,
weirdest creature I've ever heard of ..
the front part of Child, the mid-section
end of M6ther •••••• " They must have
me to host a planetarium conference ..

2

Speaking
1974, Tom Gates, then
one-l
, remarked that
become spec
effects .. "
The

s
Ann
sed
was
, seemed fixed on the
she followed them up
thinking of her "
County
Tenschert
operate so quietly."
wonder how those

AN AHBIENCE RECOVERY SOUND SYSTEM
Jack A. Dunn
Mueller Planetarium,
In the planetarium, the correct mus
and
enhance the visual effects of a program ..
have brought about multi-channel systems
An easy way to sample multi-channel
in Figure 1.. This ambience circuit
Hafler, former President of Dynaco, Inc.
equipment manufacturer). Hafler has
version of the original
tem, which he
most often under the name of nDynaquad" ..
described here was detailed in the
Hagazine in an
by Ralph Hodges
This system is now
some
Lafayette Radio, as well as by Dynaco.
Eico, Metrotec and Dynaco all offer pass
those who do not wish to do the extra
Amplifier or

Left front

Left rear
Figure 1
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are connected to your present
as shown in Figure 1. The present stereo
normally. The rear speakers are connected
of phase (plus to plus) across the two "hot" speaker
amplif
This configuration puts the corresponding
speakers in phase ..
Connect a 25 or 50 ohm 5 watt wirewound rheostat
two rear speakers;
will serve as a level control for
feeds the rear speakers with the difference of the
channels ..
To test for correct polarity of your wiring, turn the rheostat to
res
and play a monophonic
i
to "mono" mode.. You should hear no sound
other than possibly a weak and distorted
very close to the speaker. Next, switch the
"stereo"
a stereophonic recording.. A
the back speakers. Now use
balance between the front and back speakers.
with the positions of all four
the best effect. Putting the back speakers
better di
ion. You might
in the front of the chamber
the dome a
feet
course, that you have a perforated dome).
provide greater clarity and still pull
over the audience. The
thing to keep in
lation
unique, and you will want to
get the best results.
In any case, the audience
fairly even effect.
Feeding a rear
of
produces a pseudo four-channel
anyway?
from an instrument
reaches our ears in the form of sound waves, not
to our ears. Some are bounced off the
and with varying
to the total of these
direction and depth
stereo gives direction and a
(depending upon which' recording technique
amount of depth informat
is hidden.
,
to
the difference
previously
our room.
not the same as simply connecting a back
front speaker. The back speakers are not contr
information as the front speakers - often they are
loudly as the front speakers - but they add a def
feeling to the sound.
It seems that the walls
removed and a spaciousness prevails. Realism is
orchestras and choruses are really "big".. Thunderstorms IV
the audience and trains rumble their way across the stereo
startling real
"Pop" and "electronic" recordings,
from multi track
Is, have no intrinsic difference s
them;
is added in the final mixing process. What may
back
sounds coming from any direction.
Instruments may be

You may

or isolated left and
and "rock"

This "ambience" scheme
1 work
recordings.
It
11 do a
j
matrix". Decoding
and RCA"
less correct, but s
enhanced nicely.
s Jast result is
overwhelming majority of
1 albums are s
form.
This ambience recovery system was f
when the new sound system was installed at
Planetarium this ambience system was
Here are some recordings to try with the ambience system
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 ..
11.

Blood, Sweat and Tears - Columbia CS9720
Exotic Moog - Martin Denny - Liberty
621
Stormy Weekend - Hystic Moods Orchestra PHS 600 342
A Sea Symphony - Vaughn Williams - l~ngel SB1739
The Glory of Venice - E. Power Biggs M30937
Neil Diamond - Gold - Uni Stereo 73084
Santana III - Columbia KC30595
Chicago Guitar - Ron Steele - Ovation
-08
Ovation Quadrophonic Sound Sampler - OD/2
Dynaco - 4-Channel Demo Disc - SPV-7
Space Experience - John Keating - Columbia CQ32382
~2. Autobahn - Kraftwerk - Vertigo VEL2003
13. Myths and Legends of King Arthur - Rick Wakeman - A&M
54361
14. Pictures at an Exhibition - Tomita - RCA ARL 1-0838
15. Sunflower - Beach Boys - Brother(Reprise) 6382
ASTRONOMY AT COLLEGE OF THE REDWOODS
Robert M. O'Connell
College of the Redwoods
Eureka, CA

College of the Redwoods offers the typical
community colleges: Astronomy 10, for the
and Astronomy 1 for the science oriented
these classes however, the college offers
l5B. These are observational classes for a
also offer a variety of workshops - Astronomy
an 8 week (Saturdays 9-12) workshop on
summer an observer's workshop traveling to
Mountain ..

for

In this article I would like to describe our
our workshops.
The Astronomy 1 and Astronomy
courses as taught elsewhere.
Observational Astronomy
College of the Redwoods was
PLANETARIAN 3&
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an N D .. E .. A

I

We
s
te
on the

to

and photometry. For the
, we
field trip.
This fall, we
arrangements with
Sierra College
use of their faci
They
their campus, and they are closely associated with
Valley Astronomical Society..
This club has a 12" of
reflector at Colfax (3000 foot elevation).

Sacramento
s

Our class (16 students) left our campus on Friday
Saturday evening.. Friday night we observed on the
hours (after using thier planetarium for 3 hours) ..
to the Colfax observatory and started viewing at 7:00 PM.
gave up at 3:30 AM, but two students stayed to
You have to undert)stand that these students are
ors,
but liberal arts students.
They were
ly
"turned
by what they saw through the telescope.
This was our f
f
trip, and we hope to do this again late this
fall
I
felt that the trip is well worth the investment
effort
In my discuss
Marasso I learned
a combined trip to
Hountain and we
11 be
summer workshop in observing
July 28.
Not only will
collecting photometric data, but
students and
tructors wi

at

our
enough
you can
can
with them on trips are the
responsibility and care for them as
damage.
We have even doubled up with
CELESTRON 5 during the day_

classes,

Radio
We hope to have, before the end of this
operational on our campus.
The N.D.E.A.
the equipment for a radio telescope.
All
we
are not
one. The only problem is that radio tele
sale in Sky & Telescope, Mercury, Astronomy or any
catalog.
When you want information on radio te
like anything else, you contact the
exactly what we did. All of us in Northern
very
fortunate to have the University of Cali
Through the willing help of the faculty at the
radio telescope system was designed and a
orgranized. During this work i t was said that
a
wholesaler of knowledge and community college
retailers or consumers. When we need help
approach the
the
Becasue of the warm
encourage others to approach the university
needed.
Please
not take
wrong and storm en masse.
PLANETARIAN 3&4/75
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1

and when you have exhausted
I means
means approach the universities for help.. When
operational, you may contact us.
telescope is
ed of three main
and readout systems.

Antenna

antennae are two 48 element colinear arrays,
and tuned to 408 MHz.
The antennae have a
a 4 MHz bandwidth (BW) which covers the
from 406-410 MHz. The antennae are complete
baluns and antenna mounts. The phasing harnesses
with appropriate reflectors. The baluns
array to 50 ohm low-loss coaxial cable. The antenna mounts
adjustable in azimuth. The mounts and support structure
penta-pode system with an adjustable 12 foot mast
the
plane.. The two antennae will be put on a 500 meter
our
on an East-West line. This will enable
resolve radio objects down to about minutes of arc
diameter of the sun).
The receiver is still in the development
dB
frequency amplifier with a very
from this amplifier is appl
connected to an HP hot-carrier
the incoming signal with the local osc
derived from a temperature-controlled buf
third overtone frequency.
This overtone
three doublers to generate the proper LO
output of the mixer diode is coupled to a
intermediate-frequency system that operates
gain and a bandwidth (BW) of 2 MHz. After
detector, first buffer, splitter and second
of one of the second buffers has an adjus
buffer stage feeds an audio and meter
the system is being constructed by the e
The readout system consists of a speaker, re
a strip chart recorder with potentiometric
The system will be operating in the
with a synchronous demodulator. This system
the Sun, unique radio "hot spots" on the
the galaxy, supernova remnants and radio

,
to
, the center

This project has really been exciting for us, not
that hav~ already been outlined, but also for the
and inter-campus relationships. This project has brought
physics, electronics, computer science and astronomy
probably most important, produced a line of communications and
teamwork between community college and university.
At the time of this writing, we have all the components
telescope except the receiver. This should be assembled
sometime during the summer and should be operational
of our astronomy students will be able to see this
operation, and the Observational Astronomy students
27
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operational work of col

s

data with

This radio telescope will truly be one of a
under $8,000 and
should work quite well.
When
fully operational, we will have a
on our campus, so that anyone interested may
intend to share our knowledge, errors, mistakes
blue-prints, schematics and
tions.
If
in building a radio te
, we want to he
Through this
Ie, I hope you
students learn more when they
especially when the
College of the
and so
FUN FOLLOW-UPS

PLANETARIUM

used
srooms to
games of

conc
classroom
af

are
one of
One may

may structure an
There are,
background,
additional
These centers
the
and the means
the students ..
planetarium lessons
students with
those concepts presented
provide other
add to their unit ..
One
games can be produced to correlate
activities, thus assuring some form

3&

5

The cost

se is

enough to be
the
may use the planetarium lesson as
lessons, there is no guarantee that
necessary enrichment activities to sol
and re
introduced
the planetarium.
In keeping
materials were produced by the
ton
, and following is a brief description of
MISSION: EXPLORATION

(Game)

Objective ••••.••• To transmit factual information about
System.
(By changing the "mission"
content area of astronomy can be cons

So

Method of Play:
Two to four students advance around a game board
star wheel. When they land on a space, they must
directions printed there.
If the directions are to
card, they must read the question and answer
spin.
If they answer incorrectly, they lose
will be judged right or wrong by the
the answer key. The first person to
rocket has completed the mission and is the

s
a
The answers
who
of the
II

Analysis:
This game is designed for third or fourth grade
planetarium lesson on the Solar System.
It
additional information about the system and
planets and their sizes.
CONCENTRATION - astronomy

(Game)

Objective •••••••• TO identify astronomical
with their proper name.
play, this may be just conste
objects in the universe.)
Method of Play:
Two players (or teams for larger group play)
match objects with their proper names by
blocks on the game board and seeing if they
picks the two blocks must state if he/she
player incorrectly states that they match,
answer- key) announces that the player loses
are turned back to their original position.
correctly, and the blocks do match, the player wins a
blocks are turned again to reveal two parts of the puzz
first player to guess the puzzle wins two extra points.
continues until all blocks have been matched, and the
the most points wins.

2

The
The
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Analysis:
This board, once
, can be
lessons at many age levels,
The concepts may vary from
types, to nebulae to the
sugge
to me
for the Methacton

Arts

ASTRO

two types: Solar

(Game ..

and

obj

them on

Is:
ASTRO

...... A card
columns ..

Star Cube".. " ...... A cube
s
of
OJ

has f
letters A"
and a

Ii

R,
the

...... These
or e e cons

a
column, the student
marks
answers

Analys
These
ASTRO

factual
ASTRO game
conste
Both games
planetarium on the
tern or else on
These games are very similar to BINGO, and I was f
the idea by Dr. George Reed of West Chester State
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ORBIT THE SUN

(Learning center)

Objective .•.•.•.. To introduce the concept of an ellipse as a closed
figure with two foci.
Method:
The student is supplied with a drawing board, pins, string,
and paper and a cassette tape. The directions are given both
tape and on the title board. The student is invited to
ellipses by finding out how they change when the pins
together or far apart. After performing various such
the student is asked to complete a worksheet that
questions about the nature of ellipses.
Analysis:
This center was created for sixth grade use and was
extend the concept that planetary orbits are not exact c
WHERE ON EARTH AM I?

to

(Learing center)

Objective ••..•..• TO reinforce the map concepts of
longitude.

and

Method:
The student (or students) is supplied with a world
with latitude and longitude lines) and a cassette
directions are on the tape and also printed on the
task, as explained on the tape, is in two parts - one is to locate
missing person and mark the place on the map, and the
is
identify the country he is lost in.
The student is given the latitude and longitude
also hears music from the particular country while
the missing person.. As soon as the student marks the
indicates the country's name on a separate sheet
student is instructed to advance the tape to the next
This procedure continues for all the countries lis
, ~nd then
student checks his/her work with the answer
The answer
consist of a sheet of plastic with the correct latitude and
longitude positions marked on it , and a list of the countr
names.
It is to be placed over the map.
Analysis:
This center was designed for fifth grade use and was created to
reinforce the map study skills presented in the planetarium@
The
particular planetarium lessons that this center follows are
introductory lessons on the concepts of latitude and longitude.
The use of ethnic music in the center sometimes helps the s
identify the country and aids the student in acquiring a soc
awareness of the world.
31
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LOST IN SPACE

(Learning center)

Objective •••••••• TO reinforce and extend map study skills
Method:
The student (or students) is supplied with a star chart (
with declination and right ascension lines) and a cassette
The task is to locate the lost "Astronut" by f
the star he
near and writing the name of the star on a sheet of
The declination and right ascens
of each star is
the tape and on the
board.
(All
on the title board and on the cassette tape.)
After locating all of the stars and identifying them, the student
instructed to check the work with the answer
These consis
a sheet of clear plastic, to be
over the star chart, that
the correct star positions marked on it and also
s a list
the star names ..
Analysis:
This center was designed for fifth
study skills.
It
after an
on the
r
ascension
When planning to create similar or
's use, the following points are

your
to cons

1. Is
versatile? - It is more benef
if you can construct
playing board, then change the game by us
ferent
activity cards ..
2. Are the
? - It is
level of
mind when
might be useful to put the
low reading ability.

center
on a cassette

3. Will it withstand frequent use? only if it
used, therefore you
are sturdy enough to last through
will prove helpful in this area.

In conclusion, if one keeps these points
activities to fulfill specific goals, then centers
valuable addition to your planetarium program
secondary grades.
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